C APFEEDER
HIGH-PERFORMANCE FEEDER FOR BEVERAGE CLOSURES
With the INTRAVIS CapFeeder you get the most powerful feeder on the market for your closure production. With
conveying speeds of more than 280,000 closures per hour, the CapFeeder forms an outstanding team in combination
with the INTRAVIS CapWatcher®.

FIND OUT
MORE.

The CapFeeder orients and transports up to 80
closures per second
The savings potentials of the total cost of ownership
(TCO) are particularly outstanding if you combine the
CapFeeder with an INTRAVIS inspection system. At
full capacity, an INTRAVIS Closure Line easily inspects,
sorts, and packages the output of two 72-cavity
machines with a 2-second cycle time - saving you
a complete inspection line!

tegrated ion bar. This eliminates the risk of misaligned
closures so the inspection line can reach its full potential.

Different combinations of line layouts and intermediate buffers offer a wide range of configurations to
meet different layout needs. In close cooperation with
you, we will work out the optimal solution for your
closure production.
EASY HANDLING, HIGH EFFICIENCY
In everyday use, the CapFeeder is characterized by
easy and efficient handling. If closures are statically
charged, the charge is completely neutralized by an inINTRAVIS Gesellschaft für Lieferungen und Leistungen von bildgebenden und bildverarbeitenden Anlagen und Verfahren mbH | INTRAVIS, Inc.
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The INTRAVIS Capfeeder requires no tools for
a format change
Changing the closure design, for example from
PCO1810 to PCO1881, can be done without tools
and in just a few steps. Even larger format changes,
such as from 26mm to 38mm, can be carried out in
no time at all. The subsequent validation of your inspection system can be carried out quickly and easily
thanks to the convenient infeed of the appropriate test
parts.

Speed
\\ Up to 288.000 parts / hour
Closure dimensions
\\ Diameter 25 – 42 mm
\\ Height 7 – 25 mm

The CapFeeder is an innovative, cost efficient and
easy to handle solution, offering a truly valid produc-tion process with the security of high-quality closure production and great savings potential for your
inspection line! Contact us. We are happy to help.
WWW.INTRAVIS.COM
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